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The purpose of this report is to describe wellness programs and offer two suggestions for improving how they are delivered to commercial drivers and operators. It is not a large sample empirical study from which generalizations can be made. Rather, the Mineta Transportation Institute commissioned brief case studies of transportation companies to show what several organizations have done.

Stress, nicotine use, sleep apnea, obesity and lack of information are significant barriers to wellness in commercial drivers/operators. Many wellness programs ask the individual driver/operator to lose weight; exercise more; and monitor blood pressure, glucose, cholesterol and other such indicators of health. However, little is done to change the environment or adopt structural interventions such as forbidding nicotine use, as is possible in 20 states. Other structural interventions include those possible at the levels of the company and community, including access to healthy food rather than the junk food drivers often can find on the road. At the societal level, more public transit that gets people walking and out of their cars, cities designed for people to walk and cycle in rather than drive from work to a sprawling suburb, and encouraging food manufacturers to make healthy food (rather than a toxic mix of sodium, fat and sugar to boost one’s craving for a particular food) are just a few measures that could improve the health and well being of the public.

The Union Pacific Corporation (rail transportation), and Con-way Freight (trucking) are included because they were willing to share information and are large publicly traded companies. The Utah Transit Authority (UTA) is included because other transit authorities recommended it to the authors, as it has a long history in wellness as part of local government and it too chose to participate.

Two issues are discussed: the first is the importance of using the mitigation of erectile dysfunction in the promotion of wellness programs to commercial drivers/operators and the second issue is to urge employers to consider banning tobacco use, both on and off the job, where legal.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Brief case studies of transportation companies are included to provide examples of how wellness programs are conducted in three different transportation organizations, two commercial and one public. These case studies set the context for our discussion of wellness, with particular attention to not hiring tobacco users (for example, Union Pacific) and the lack of reference to erectile dysfunction mitigation, no doubt an important promotional tool for chubby middle-aged male drivers. Wellness programs are popular because employers hope they can help control health care costs. Wellness programs empower employees to improve their health by controlling their weight through diet and exercise, eliminating tobacco use, stress management and general health risk mitigation. The latter category can include increasing awareness about dangerous practices associated with extreme sports, motorcycle use, irresponsible gun use, and many more specific behaviors. Doctors treat the consequences of poor health by prescribing medication for assorted ailments (for example, high cholesterol, blood pressure, adult onset diabetes, and a host of other illnesses) that can be eliminated or better controlled through diet and exercise leading to weight loss. Wellness programs are independent of health insurance because confidentiality is critical; employees need to trust their wellness coaches to be able to honestly confront the challenges they face.

Two issues are discussed that we believe are added value in that they have not been emphasized in other discussions of commercial drivers and operators: the first is the importance of using the mitigation of erectile dysfunction in the promotion of wellness programs to commercial drivers and operators—drivers would likely find it more compelling rather than the fear of disease down the road; and the second is we urge employers to consider banning tobacco use, both on and off the job, where legal. Tobacco use is a serious health problem and within the individual’s control. Eliminating tobacco users as employees would improve wellness in a marked manner.
I. BRIEF CASE STUDIES

Three cases studies are presented. The specific companies chosen were those that were willing to participate and had interesting information to provide.

UNION PACIFIC

Union Pacific began its health promotion program in 1987. Like other wellness programs the goals were to foster a corporate culture conducive to healthy lifestyles (for example, smoking cessation, alcohol awareness, weight management through healthy eating, regular exercise, and health screening for cholesterol, blood pressure, glucose and other problems) and to minimize health risks to reduce the ever escalating health costs. The company called the program HealthTrack. One early innovation involved putting exercise equipment in box cars so that the highly mobile railroad employees could access equipment. The corporation’s 35,000 users now have access to more than 575 facilities.

HealthTrack has an educational emphasis to provide users with information related to wellness. The programs covered are data driven and based on research findings. The company emphasizes its long-term commitment to users' health. The company operates pilot projects to see what works before diffusing a given program to the entire company. The company collaborates with other corporations, organizations and universities devoted to wellness in program enhancement and assessment.

Users attend health fairs and after they get their biometric feedback (that is, glucose, cholesterol and blood pressure) they begin the program with a health risk assessment. Twenty percent of the corporation’s employees have completed the assessment. Confidentiality was assured.

Occupational health nurses support users through wellness programming, assist in the prevention of injuries, and respond to injuries and illness when they appear. The strong relationships of the nurses to users were pivotal to the program’s success. Nurses encourage and support users in their wellness activities and enhance communication. They are employees of the railroad representing the corporation’s employee health and safety program in addition to wellness. Because they are employees, they are part of the culture and plugged into the organizational communication of the organization as opposed to an outside contractor that may not be as attuned to the organization.

A critical metric is return on investment. The company sees its annual expenditure of more than $3 million as money well-spent. HealthTrack has won numerous awards thereby recognizing its impact and effectiveness in the perception of external assessors.

The long-term success of any intervention depends on senior management support. Given the program’s success in promoting wellness and encouraging safety, the support has been ongoing. There is always the risk of programs being fads, but that has not been true of HealthTrack, which is clearly part of the railroad’s business strategy.
CON-WAY FREIGHT AND WELLNESS COACHES USA

With Wellness Coaches USA (WCUSA) serving as its wellness provider, Con-way Freight (CF) offers wellness to more than 8,000 employees at 78 facilities in 23 states. WCUSA is a national leader in onsite wellness coaching supplemented by online coaching communication and telephonic contact. Effective coaching builds on trust between the employees and the coach. Sometimes employees worry that information might be shared with others, or some start with an assumption that management is simply furthering its own agenda. Trust builds along the way through effective engagement where the coach shows interest in on site face-to-face contact and then uses effective techniques so that the employee can see results.

The wellness program generated quick results with a reduction in workplace injuries and related worker’s compensation costs of 80 percent, and a corresponding reduction of lost work days of 75 percent. Specific results follow: average weight loss per participating employee of 11.1 pounds (20,921 lbs./1,890 employees), smoking cessation for over 201 participants, and 1,810 reduced blood pressure, enough to no longer be hypertensive. Participation was very high—greater than 95 percent of CF’s employees had health risk assessments followed by over 92 percent of employees regularly (that is, at least six times annually) meeting with coaches to assess progress. Competitions build excitement complemented by incentives to increase employee participation. For example, CF recently held a 10-week weight loss competition where participating employees were to weigh in periodically with store gift certificates ($25, $50 & $100) awarded to winners.

Unlike Union Pacific that relied heavily on occupational health nurses, CF contracted with WCUSA. As in other wellness programs, the program begins with biometric testing of key indicators and health risk assessments. Participants can then choose one-on-one health-risk coaching. Coaches also develop programs with general appeal to participants focused on wellness basics such as exercise (for example, walking), weight loss, and smoking cessation contests. Information was communicated in health fairs and informational displays as well as in coaching. Stretching is also emphasized at Con-way to reduce injuries common to freight companies.

WCUSA, in its general assessment that includes all customers not just Con-way, reportedly averaged 12.5 one-on-one coaching interactions per engaged employee (EE) during 2009. It reported 43,150 health risk improvements for the 45,700 EEs, with the bulk of these being reduced blood pressure (19,300), weight loss (14,800) and increased exercise (6,500). Cessation of tobacco use was the lowest category with 1,300 EEs. Reduced stress was comparable with 1,350 EEs.

WCUSA reported significant results from its customers. For example, the City of Las Vegas had flat group healthcare costs for the last five years. One WCUSA customer, a major transportation company, registered a 30.5% decline in workers’ comp costs in 12 months.
THE UTAH TRANSIT AUTHORITY (UTA)

UTA has been a leader in wellness programs for over a quarter century. UTA started its program in 1984. Managers had become concerned about rising health care costs. UTA banned smoking, offered bonuses or incentives for healthy practices (for example, quitting smoking, losing weight, and exercise) and medical-benefits rebates for good health. It tried to foster an environment of wellness by providing in-house fitness centers. Now it lists its Wellness program as a standard benefit for both administrative and bargaining unit (that is, unionized) employees. The program is described as follows:

Wellness Program: Your good health is important to UTA. UTA offers an extensive health and wellness program, called PACE – Participation, Activity, Commitment, and Evaluation. Employees can earn up to $250 a year participating in a variety of health and wellness activities offered through the PACE program. The money earned by participating in the PACE program is placed in a Health Reimbursement Account and is then available to reimburse you should you incur health related expenses that qualify under Section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code. You begin by completing a Health Risk Appraisal, and earn your first $50. Once a year, free health testing is offered. ... You are also encouraged to participate in the various health and wellness activities offered throughout the year and continue to earn bonus money for your health reimbursement account. Physical fitness facilities are available at all UTA divisions. These facilities include exercise equipment that you and your spouse may use at no cost.

When designing the wellness initiative, UTA relied on national statistics that indicated that most employees were at risk for cardiovascular disease due to cigarette smoking and/or high blood pressure and/or cholesterol. It reinforced employees with insurance premium waivers and cash. UTA extended the benefit to insured spouses. Wellness participants began with a fitness evaluation, which was repeated annually. The evaluation covered the basic indicators such as blood chemistry, body fat, smoking cessation and cardiovascular fitness. If the participants met the threshold score they were eligible for immediate reinforcement through the incentive. If not, they worked toward improvement and possible subsequent reinforcement. UTA's approach also built community through team sports. It also provided discounted tickets for assorted family activities to promote healthier families.

The program includes financial incentives. Employees can earn up to $250 a year participating in the PACE program described below. The funds are credited to the employee’s Health Reimbursement Account. One begins by completing a Health Risk Appraisal, for which one is paid a $50 incentive. After that one can earn additional incentives by participating in various health and wellness activities offered throughout the year (for example, Annual Fitness Appraisal, Disease Management Programs, Healthy Behavior, and Physical Activities).

Comments follow from Raylene Thueson, owner of RST and Associates, LLC, the wellness contractor used by UTA. Smoking cessation and weight management are two of the more difficult problems. When asked how UTA confronted these sometimes intractable problems, Raylene stated,
The 3 month disease management program we recommend they participate in goes a long way to helping them change their behaviors and at some point we have to rely on personal will power and determination. The assessments identify trouble areas and then people are directed to the appropriate disease management program. Each 3 months they are in the program they receive another $25 deposit.

At some point in every obese person’s life their health becomes a big issue, whether it is diabetes, hypertension, joint problems, back problems, high cholesterol, cardiovascular disease and on and on and on. The remedy for every one of these problems begins and sometimes ends with weight loss. All of our bargaining unit employees must submit to a DOT physical every two years and if their health is an issue they will be taken out of service. UTA does not charge a higher premium for insurance because of tobacco use or obesity. However, some companies are starting to give higher premium rates to the obese population as well as the tobacco users – money talks in many cases, especially extra money out of your pocket.”

When asked to comment on how she established trust with unionized personnel, Raylene stated,

Bus operators cannot or should not drive if they have a blood pressure of 140/90, out of range glucose, etc. Because our staff does onsite blood pressure clinics, glucose checks, etc., they fear we might report them. What they don’t understand are that HIPAA laws preventing us from doing so. What we do when we discover out of range numbers we tell them to go to the doctor by a certain date and report back to us. If they didn’t do that (and we’ve never had anyone not go to the doctor), then we would have to discuss a course of action.”
II. HEALTH STATUS OF COMMERCIAL DRIVERS

Though the present report dealt with three case studies, the topic of wellness is important to all, but perhaps especially to commercial drivers and operators because of the health problems they face. The Transportation Research Board hosted an International Conference on Commercial Driver Health and Wellness (2010) to focus on wellness and health problems of drivers. A series of presenters described a long list of occupational health problems confronting commercial drivers. Dr. Eric Wood of the University of Utah, "reported that his study of mainly long-haul drivers found that half smoke tobacco, 28 percent suffer from hypertension (high blood pressure) compared to 17 percent of manufacturing workers, 25 percent had high cholesterol (compared to 16 percent), 10 percent had diabetes mellitus (compared to 5 percent) and almost 15 percent had sleep apnea. Only 58 percent are covered by health insurance." Another presenter, Lawrence Cheskin, a professor at Johns Hopkins University, "reported that 55 percent of truck drivers are obese with a body mass index of 30 or higher, compared to 33 percent of U.S. men." Commercial drivers suffer poor health due to the nature of the job involving large amounts of time driving away from home in an environment where it is difficult to exercise, sleep well, eat right, and drivers are also subjected to the stress of operating a large vehicle on the highways and in congested areas for loading and unloading.

IS IT FAIR TO BAN TOBACCO USERS IN THE HIRING PROCESS?

We now move to one of the more contentious recommendations, ban tobacco users where possible. We realize that few employers of commercial operators and drivers ban tobacco users, but Union Pacific and Alaska Airlines have done so for years in states where it is permissible.

Smoking cessation can be extremely difficult and some find it impossible. The incidence of smoking varies with education, income and ethnicity. For example, poor people, the less educated and ethnic minorities smoke more than do affluent white or Asian professionals. If one smoked for 30 years and quit one could be hired, but the young person that enjoys a cigarette several times a month while with friends at a club cannot. Are tobacco use bans in the hiring process fair? Is it right that a prospective employer intrude on one’s personal legal behavior outside of work?

The media focused on Weyco, which in 2005 refused to hire tobacco users and fired those that did not quit. The Scotts Company, LLC and EG Systems, Inc. followed Weyco’s lead. Now there appears to be a movement in hospitals with a growing list that refuse to hire people that use tobacco including the following: Akron Children’s Hospital, Akron General Medical Center, Cleveland Clinic Foundation, MedCentral Health System, Parma Community General Hospital, and Summa Health System, all in Ohio; Memorial Health Care System of Tennessee; Susquehanna Health System of Pennsylvania; and Gwinnett Medical Center of Georgia. The primary motivation behind tobacco use bans is economic. Most people are aware of the disastrous consequences of cigarette smoking. Approximately 400,000 deaths result annually due to smoking in the US. The annual direct costs are in excess of $298 billion. Each pack of cigarettes costs society $18.05 in medical costs and lost productivity.
The concern for employee health is laudatory, but 20.6% of American adults smoke and could not work for employers that prohibit tobacco use. Only 5.6% of people with advanced degrees smoke while approximately 31.1% of poor people smoke (CDC, 2010), so the adverse impact of a ban on tobacco use is likely to hit a greater percentage of poor, uneducated people.

Twenty states, including Ohio, allow employers to refuse to hire tobacco users. In Ohio, Representative Stephen Dyer introduced House Bill 470 that would prohibit employers from refusing to hire smokers.10

There are also the individual differences in smoking behavior, such as young people that smoke rarely while having a few beers with friends versus reformed older people that smoked for decades but have stopped. How can one implement such a policy and be fair? If it is illegal in so many states, is a restrictive policy on personal behavior ethical?

The following is a list of questions that employers might consider when considering a tobacco use or smoking ban:

**WHAT OUTCOMES CAN OCCUR WHEN EMPLOYERS BEGIN IMPLEMENTING RESTRICTIONS ON PERSONAL BEHAVIORS, ESPECIALLY AS THEY OCCUR OUTSIDE THE WORKPLACE?**

Even though the spirit behind implementing restrictions on smokers is for the good health and well being of the smoker,11 employers run the risk of costly litigation and bad publicity when implementing restrictive policies on matters of personal choice. Many states have decided that employers do not have the right to dismiss employees from smoking outside of the workplace. Although firing a smoker may not be deemed “wrongful termination” with respect to the violation of civil rights, invasion of privacy may be an issue, as well as violations related to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), an amendment to the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) put into place in 1974 to protect employees from employer fiduciary irresponsibility.12 HIPAA protects individuals who may be considered a high health risk from being denied health coverage, hence protecting them from discrimination. Employers need to exercise caution to avoid discriminatory practices. At present, adverse impact is hypothetical in terms of tobacco use bans in hiring as no law suits have been brought to our knowledge.

**HOW DO EMPLOYEES STAND TO GAIN OR LOSE FROM AN EMPLOYER’S BAN ON HIRING TOBACCO USERS?**

Employees stand to gain an advantage from an employer restrictive non-tobacco user policy in that those who abstain from tobacco use reap the benefits of better health and live a longer life. In addition, employees who stop using tobacco may enjoy monetary rewards in the form of cash incentives and reduced healthcare copayments and premiums. Finally, employees that abstain save time and personal discomfort by decreasing the amount of time spent having to see doctors for tobacco related illnesses.
On the other hand, such restrictive employer practices can put disadvantaged employees at more of a disadvantage. For example, cigarette smoking is most prevalent in less educated people. In addition, African-Americans, a historically underrepresented group in the workforce, smoke more than do whites or Hispanics with American Indian/Alaska Native being the group with the highest level:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>18.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian/Alaska Native</td>
<td>31.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/Multi-racial</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Percent of Adults Who Smoke by Race/Ethnicity in the US, 2008.**

HOW MIGHT A NO-SMOKING POLICY VIOLATE THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA)?

The tobacco users who believe they have a fundamental right to use tobacco or who see themselves as unfairly deprived of rights provided to non-users, thus implicating equal protection claims, have no clear chance of success in the courts. When Rodrigues sued Scotts Company, the two counts in the complaint were dismissed: violation of rights under the Massachusetts Civil Rights Act and wrongful termination. The court later ruled in favor of Scotts Company on a summary judgment motion that dismissed the remaining counts (violation of privacy and violation of ERISA) in Rodrigues v. E.G. Systems, Inc. (2009).

Tobacco users who use off-duty do not present a perceived risk of potential unsafe behavior (not even the risk of setting fire to an office). Nicotine gum or nicotine patches make smoking cessation appear more feasible than alcoholism (requiring the will to abstain completely); this has supported court decisions to reject the argument that smoking is a disability.

WHAT ARE THE ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN ADOPTING A POLICY WHERE EMPLOYERS REFUSE TO HIRE TOBACCO USERS?

Health is an internal good enjoyed by the individual and no amount of external goods, such as compensatory or punitive damages in a “successful” lawsuit, can make up for the serious lack of health. Utilitarianism, a commonly discussed ethical framework, seeking to maximize the greatest good, delivers through tobacco-use bans in hiring an incentive to quit and rewards: improved attention to multiple aspects of one’s health, increasing numbers of people who are non-users, and for individual participants in health plans, monetary benefits. Consequentialism, another framework worthy of mention, interested in effectiveness, would celebrate the positive statistics that show these programs discourage
an unhealthy habit while restraining employer costs for healthcare, which benefits all employees and the marketplace by allocating resources toward profits and improvement of goods and even working conditions.

Kant and Aristotle, however, might not agree. Kant, who valued duties that respond to the needs and dignity of all humans and never treating humans as a means to a greater good, might pause when considering whether such programs are really fair. The tobacco users who are not well-educated, have grown up smoking around smokers or using tobacco around users, work at low-skill or manual labor jobs, and need health insurance, have doors quickly shut as they are handed a note stating, ‘Come back when you quit.’ Yet these are the very individuals whose only chance of quitting might be to work in a community of former smokers or former users who did quit and to be exposed to wellness programs or smoking cessation programs offering reasonable ways to kick the habit.

Aristotle, too, with a focus on a deliberative life that incorporates the virtue of justice rather than streamlined effectiveness, might question whether a non-smoking policy or a ban on tobacco use that forbids hiring is even rational. If the goal is to improve health, then surely a policy that hired smokers or users and gave them a year to quit (or face termination) while on the job would be far more effective, yet only if health is really the underlying goal, thereby displaying Aristotelian virtues of patience, temperance, and compassion, not clearly evident in a bar-the-doors smoking or tobacco use policy.

Instead of asking whether it is fair for an employer to require non-smoking or non-use, the question might be who is the better employer? The one who tolerates habits that lead to ill health or the one who seeks to improve employee wellness? The interest in employee health, if not solely driven by costs, is rationally related to employee safety, and thus not far removed from the well-known common law requirement that any principal must provide safe working conditions for his or her agent.

The benefits of being hearty, hale, and fit are pronounced at the Scotts Company, which offers a huge gym, on-site health professionals, and a cut in premiums for those who sign up for a personalized program involving individual analysis, coaching and care:

Those [employees] who balk pay $40 a month more in premiums. Using data-mining software, Whole Health analysts scour the physical, mental, and family health histories of nearly every employee and cross-reference that information with insurance-claims data. Health coaches identify which employees are at moderate to high risk. All of them are assigned a health coach who draws up an action plan. Those who do not comply pay $67 a month on top of the $40. “We tried carrots,” says Benefits Chief Pam Kuryla. “Carrots didn’t work”.

Although the Scotts Company was sued for refusing to employ Rodrigues after the nicotine test results, at least one other employee, Joe Pellegrini, who at first resisted Scotts’ rigorous insistence on employee health, may have been saved by the company’s program:

His profile—athletic, high body-mass index, and bad cholesterol (brought on by a love of 28-ounce sirloins)—triggered an alarm. Eventually, Pellegrini succumbed to the company-
applied pressure and agreed to abide by his health coach’s action plan, which included an immediate visit to his doctor. A few weeks later, a specialist studying Pellegrini’s angiogram spotted the heart valve of what should have been a dead man. Within hours, two stents were installed. The surgeons later told him the 95% blockage would have killed him within five days.20

Yet the benefits experienced by this employee are beyond the reach of Rodrigues: his conditional employment was terminated, resulting in no access to health analysis and mentoring. One argument is that Rodrigues was an employee, regardless of the Scotts Company conditioning employment on non-smoking, and as an employee, Rodrigues would be protected by ERISA that safeguards against denial of access to health coverage provided to all employees.21

The strength of that argument has yet to be demonstrated in the courts. The court in Rodrigues v. E.G. Systems, Inc. (2009) found that Rodrigues was not protected under ERISA: “A person such as Rodrigues, who has only a contingent offer of employment, does not have an expectation of benefits under the potential employer’s ERISA plan that Section 510 protects.”22

Company no-smoking policies focused on quitting become around-the-clock mandates. Rigid policies offer apparent fairness in that all are treated the same. Rigid policies make it likely as well that there will be unfair applications in the sense that particular circumstances of policy breaches could never be considered. Indeed, the problem with policies is that they have to usually be applied without exceptions, to avoid objection. If the Vice-President smokes a cigar at his daughter’s wedding, is that the end of his career? In the Scotts case, Rodrigues was a landscaper. Had a new Chief Financial Officer been offered and just accepted a position, after thousands of dollars spent on an executive search, would the return of the same nicotine test results a week later have resulted in the same dismissal, with another email announcement praising the banishment of yet another smoker?

Pressure to impress an employer could also lead to unhealthy practices. Obese employees, trying to lose weight, might resort to risky methods such as medications or even surgery instead of the tried and proven diet and exercise.23 Smoking cessation often results in weight gain and increased use of stimulants such as coffee. In some instances, smoking may have been taken up to assist with recovery from alcohol or drug abuse. In such cases, a no-tolerance policy could pressure an individual back into the abyss.

**HOW PROTECTED ARE SMOKERS BY STATE STATUTES?**

There are many state statutes that prohibit employers from discriminating against any legal behavior: consumption of alcohol, gambling, participation in high-risk sports or smoking. Some of these laws were enacted in the early 1990s. According to Valleau (2007) the ACLU and the tobacco lobby collaborated to propose more than 24 state laws to prohibit employers from restricting employees’ legal indulgences while off work.24 Furthermore, Henderson (2009) maintains that smokers are more likely to object to dismissal than to not being hired.25
Employers could focus on relating non-smoking to rational job requirements. Employees might even argue no legitimate business purpose exists. Would it be fair for an employer to prefer non-smokers in an effort to avoid customer discomfort? In positions requiring close contact with patients, smoking at lunch (off-duty or in the car on the way to work) could leave disagreeable odors on clothing that could be harmful to some patients.

**TO WHAT EXTENT COULD SMOKERS CLAIM A POLICY INVADES PRIVACY OR THREATENS IDENTITY?**

Personal identity is threatened when increasing information about a person's life is relentlessly subjected to the unwanted scrutiny and judgment of others. There is voiced concern that employer efforts to control off-duty activities can discriminate against unhealthy individuals and that such programs might invade privacy and lifestyle. Lifestyle discrimination could lead to even greater control over individual behavior away from work. Sugarman lists examples: employees must wear seat belts, cannot purchase a competitor's goods, and should avoid junk food. People to some extent have to be free, even to make bad decisions, to learn from mistakes.

Privacy can be viewed from one perspective as the right and human need to nurture one's own being and becoming, without having to account, constantly, to others. For centuries, under the common law, people have been entitled to a reasonable expectation of privacy. Inside a home, there is an expectation that no one is leaning against the door listening in or using hidden technology to take photographs. What people do when they are in public reduces the reasonable expectation of privacy. Thus, it may be legal for others to take photographs of a crowd on the street, listen to another's cell phone conversation while in line at the store, or write about observed conduct of people in a library or a bar. It is certainly legal for the state to prohibit smoking in public places given the dangers of second-hand smoke. The more private the place, the more personal freedom might be expected to reign.

One example where health policies can threaten personal privacy is with employee drug testing and other forms of bodily fluid extractions. Demanding bodily fluids, even when conditioned on consent, could constitute a serious invasion of privacy. Even though urine, unlike blood, must be evacuated on a regular basis, there is a degree of embarrassment because the activity required is normally one that is absolutely protected: installing cameras in bathrooms would invite a lawsuit. A company agent would also be charged with overseeing the process nearby, “the visual or aural monitoring of the urine sample,” and taking charge of the cup of evidence. No one looks forward to giving such a sample.

Courts have recognized the seriousness of these invasions in the context of criminal law, where the government is constrained by the Fourth Amendment protections against unreasonable searches and seizures. Reasonableness of the search permits, however, the taking of blood samples, fingerprints, breathalyzer tests, and urine, as well as samples used for DNA testing. In the private sector, the legality of drug testing is highly dependent on consent and the reasonableness of the request, and the requests normally focus on illegal drug use.
Nicotine testing as a shortcut to the truth becomes troubling given that nature of the invasion and the fact that nicotine is not illegal. Far more is at stake when illegal drugs are used: employees could be harmed and a company, responsible for its agents in many ways, could be held responsible, even viewed as condoning the use of illegal drugs.

Some states, such as California, might prove highly protective of privacy. Courts in such states might demand employers demonstrate a compelling interest in urine tests for nicotine or disallow such tests altogether. Chadwick (2006) describes the evolution in California of the compelling interest test for employers testing urine, using polygraphs, or otherwise infringing on privacy interests. Employers have been able to engage in the testing for illegal drugs as long as this is done with the potential employee’s consent and for all applicants. This does not mean that tests for legal drugs would be equally valid.31

Although the court in Rodrigues v. E.G. Systems (2009) ultimately found no invasion of privacy in the Scotts Company policy, it should be noted that while the plaintiff raised a privacy challenge, the plaintiff did not, as part of that claim, challenge the urine test.32

In addition to the intrusion upon bodily privacy when the sample is retrieved, privacy interests in personal information that could be gleaned from the sample are also considerable. Urine can reveal extensive information that one might hope to remain private, including pregnancy (McDonell v. Hunter, 1985).33 Consent to a urine test as a pre-employment requirement therefore requires the individual to trust that the testing will be limited to nicotine, and not other physical conditions. Pierotti, in the course of disputing the value of no-tobacco policies, observes that in Miami v. Kurtz (1995) the Supreme Court of Florida held that it was not a privacy violation to prohibit the use of tobacco, but Justice Kogan, in his dissent, warned that employer inquiry into off-duty private legal behavior could cross the line and become a pretext for a constitutional infringement.34 He referenced earlier practices of questioning women about their procreation plans. He further spoke of possible violations should employers focus on potential diseases.

The purpose of the nicotine test is to identify those addicted to nicotine. The casual smoker would be able to resist smoking two weeks before the test. The casual smoker in a no-smoking off-duty workplace, therefore, would be comparable to the casual drinker in a no-alcohol off-duty workplace, though no-alcohol off-duty policies are very rare.35 Unlike smoking, alcohol in moderation is not socially shunned. It is clearly permissible for most employees to drink alcohol at home so long as job performance is not impacted.

Smoking is publicly shunned in all segments of society aside from a collection of smokers. Public disapproval of smoking is so entrenched it is easy to forget that alcoholism has historically been the greater vice, leading to a federal ban under Prohibition. Even smoking at home has become a contestable right in public housing.36

Brody and McKinney (2007), analyzing different no-smoking policies ranging from voluntary to intolerant, conclude that most ethical approach is that of a company that offers a voluntary quit-smoking program.37
DOES A TOBACCO USE BAN DISCRIMINATE AGAINST MEMBERS OF PROTECTED CLASSES?

Equal employment opportunity laws provide protections against discrimination for members of certain classes. For example, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination based on race, color, religion, national origin, and sex. It is illegal to discriminate in several aspects of employment, including, but not limited to:

- hiring and firing
- compensation, assignment, or classification of employees
- fringe benefits

Claims of discrimination in staffing require proof. One path that may be followed to demonstrate discrimination is Disparate Treatment, where it is claimed that the employer knowingly and intentionally discriminated against people based on the protected group membership. The second path that may be followed to demonstrate discrimination is Disparate Impact (also known as Adverse Impact).

If employers implement restrictive practices that fire (or will not hire) smokers, discrimination against protected class members might occur. Disparate impact focuses on the effect of employment practices, rather than the underlying intent. The organization may not have intended to discriminate against protected class members, but the outcome of one of their practices could result in adverse impact, and that may be inappropriately discriminatory. That is, as a result of a protected characteristic, people are adversely affected by an employment practice.

One means of demonstrating adverse impact involves showing evidence through the use of statistics. By looking at applicant flow statistics and considering whether there is a significant difference in selection rates between protected groups, you could identify what appears to be a problematic practice because of its effect, rather than its intent.

The four-fifth’s rule is used as a guide to evaluate whether an employment practice has disparate impact. There appears to be disparate impact if the hiring rate for the minority group is less than four-fifths (or 80%) of the hiring rate for the majority group.

If there is evidence of adverse impact for protected classes, to successfully rebut charges of discrimination, the organization will need to show that the practice is job related for the position in question and consistent with business necessity.

By looking at the rates of smoking in the community across protected classes, you would be able to ascertain whether too large a proportion of protected class member job applicants would get rejected. How large a proportion is too large? You would use the four-fifths rule.

Step 1) Calculate the probable selection ratio for whites (assuming all whites are qualified for an entry-level position unless they smoke): 81%
Step 2) Calculate the probable selection ratio for African Americans, for example (assuming all African Americans are qualified for an entry-level position unless they smoke): 76%

Step 3) Is the selection rate for African Americans at least four-fifths of the rate for whites?

Four fifths of 81% = 65%—so at least 65% of African Americans should be being selected. If the selection ratio for African Americans is lower than 65%, there is evidence of adverse impact for African Americans. However, here it is 76%, which is higher than 65%, so this could not be the basis of a claim of equal employment opportunity discrimination.

**CAN THE EMPLOYERS REFUSING TO HIRE SMOKERS DEFEND THEIR PRACTICE IF A CLAIM OF DISCRIMINATION IS MADE BASED ON ADVERSE IMPACT?**

To defend against a claim of discrimination based on adverse impact, the employer would need to show that the practice is job related for the position in question and consistent with business necessity. In a health setting residual tobacco on workers’ clothing can be dangerous to susceptible patients, but the argument would be tenuous in a transportation setting where public riders could certainly include smokers.

**HOW MIGHT EMPLOYEES RESPOND TO A NICOTINE BAN IN HIRING?**

We do not know how employees will respond to tobacco use bans, but we have used the Weyco case with adult students. We share this information so that companies and organizations can prepare for some of the arguments commonly made by adults when confronted with tobacco use bans. We have found that students most often view corporate anti-smoking policies as a personal freedom and individual rights issue. To that point, there is a tendency for students to form in-groups and out-groups of smokers vs. non-smokers. Non-smokers will often talk about their personal rights to have a smoke free, healthy environment. Non-smokers will discuss how cigarette smoke and odor makes them feel ill, they have allergies to smoke, the smoke residue settles onto their clothes and they cannot get away from the odor, and the well-documented, harmful effect of secondhand smoke. Smokers, on the other hand, get vilified as selfish and uncaring with respect to how secondhand smoke affects others. Additionally, non-smokers are insensitive to the fact that smoking is not an easy addiction to shake. The attitude becomes, “quit smoking or get another job. It is all a personal choice.” Smokers become embarrassed, tend to hold back from the discussion and are perceived as “bad people” subjecting others to their “personal bad choices.” The discussion can create interpersonal conflict or cause divisiveness amongst participants. This can be a problem in training where the organization may also be teaching how to create effective teams, minimize group dysfunction, and motivate others.

Along the line of personal freedoms and rights, students most often will interpret an anti-smoking organizational policy as the employer overstepping boundaries. The point of creating a healthy work environment is often missed, and the goal of saving others’ lives almost never enters into the conversation. Instead students feel that a smoking ban at work might make sense, but extending it beyond the workplace is an infringement on personal freedom. The former logic misses the point on why the anti-smoking policy was
enacted, with only avid non-smokers committed simply because they do not want to breathe secondhand smoke.

Finally, when taught within an ethical framework or a framework of moral reasoning, more often than not, students who do not smoke state that they would not mind working for a company that has adopted an anti-smoking policy, based solely on the reason that the policy does not apply to them as non-smokers. This reasoning can be found even among students who feel that the anti-smoking policy is an infringement on personal freedom/choice and is discriminatory. Instructors must exercise diplomacy when pointing out the discrepancy in this particular line of moral reasoning so as not to come across as condemning or judgmental.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF WELLNESS PROGRAMS

Wellness has become a popular topic because of the promise it holds to reduce health care costs and improve the well being of employees. Online resources abound as do consulting companies. We will present the wellness material in the following order:

1. Employers think wellness programs are appropriate for the workplace. We present some data and the logic behind the popularity of wellness programs.

2. Conceptual design of an organizational wellness program is presented next simply to explain what is entailed in wellness programming.

3. Promotion of the wellness program is discussed because we see it as complex. Different ethnic groups view weight differently; Blacks, Hispanics, Native Americans and Polynesians seem more accepting of large people than educated Chinese, Japanese and Caucasians.

4. Evaluation of wellness programming is critical since organizations want to see a return on their investments in wellness programming.

DO EMPLOYERS THINK WELLNESS PROGRAMS ARE APPROPRIATE FOR THE WORKPLACE?

Employers are concerned about health care costs. Wellness programs are one tool in the battle against escalating health care costs. Thirty-three transit agencies were surveyed and the 14 respondents indicated that they offered programs to enhance employee wellness. Wellness programs focus on more issues than obesity and tobacco use, but those are two prominent factors. The National Opinion Research Center (NORC) based at the University of Chicago, along with the George Washington University School of Public Health and Health Services conducted a survey and found that many employees and employers are of the opinion that weight management programs in the workplace are appropriate and effective. Employers generally thought wellness programs lowered obesity. A caveat is that this was an opinion poll rather than objective research about the efficacy of programs. The NORC opinion poll found that employers and employees view positive financial incentives favorably. However, the support amongst employers asking that obese employees pay higher premiums was not strong: only 7% strongly agreed and 18% somewhat agreed that “obese employees should pay a larger share of premiums.” The employers generally thought that firms should offer discounts/incentives for participation in obesity programs. Employers strongly opposed penalties in wellness programs; only 6% of employees surveyed supported higher premiums for employees that declined to participate. The NORC study concluded, “We need to recognize that our approaches to overweight and obesity may begin but must not end with personal responsibility. Few diseases require a more holistic approach ….” The medical costs climb dramatically with the level of obesity, as do the costs associated with absenteeism. They are greater for women than men. The following table shows the increasing costs:
Table 2. Relationship of Increasing Costs to Increasing BMI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BMI 25-29.9</th>
<th>BMI 30-34.9</th>
<th>BMI 35-39.9</th>
<th>BMI &gt; 40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men – Medical Expenditures</td>
<td>$169</td>
<td>$392</td>
<td>$569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men – Absenteeism</td>
<td>$6</td>
<td>$70</td>
<td>$643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men – Total</td>
<td>$175</td>
<td>$462</td>
<td>$1,212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women – Medical Expenditures</td>
<td>$495</td>
<td>$1,071</td>
<td>$1,549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women – Absenteeism</td>
<td>$93</td>
<td>$302</td>
<td>$936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women – Total</td>
<td>$588</td>
<td>$1,372</td>
<td>$2,485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The general trend is BMI and increasing costs even though costs inexplicably drop here.

A recent analysis reported that “per capita medical spending for the obese is $1,429 higher per year, or roughly 42 percent higher, than for someone of normal weight. … the annual medical burden of obesity has increased from 6.5 percent to 9.1 percent of annual medical spending” from 1998-2006.43

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF AN ORGANIZATIONAL WELLNESS PROGRAM

The following discussion is pertinent to all organizational wellness efforts, but some have to be tailor made to accommodate the unique circumstances of various employers. For example, Union Pacific offered mobile units since the employees moved around the country. Contacting truckers can be problematic since they too are mobile, but wellness programs offer electronic coaching and phone contact.

A wellness model is an approach organizations use to: 1) to reduce the demand and subsequent cost of healthcare and 2) to promote a healthier and more productive workforce at both the group and the personal level so that people feel a connection to the program. When implementing a wellness program, an organization typically utilizes a health risk assessment tool to measure lifestyle choices and behaviors that have the potential to impede wellness. Health risk assessment can include physical examinations that measure body mass index (BMI—a measurement reflecting height and weight), blood pressure and cholesterol, as well as questions relating to one’s personal habits like how much alcohol one consumes in a given week, use of tobacco products, how often and how far one drives, the type of vehicle used, exercise behaviors, and participation in dangerous activities. The controversy that arises, however, is what constitutes an unhealthy worker? For example, obesity, a well-documented contributing factor of many diseases,44 is not necessarily a reliable measurement of an unproductive employee. Many overweight or obese people are productive workers. In addition, when wellness models single out certain groups, such as obese Black or Hispanic women, stereotypes could become problematic, so managers must be careful to address wellness issues sensitively for specific groups. Caucasian or
Asian observers may perceive the obesity of Black or Hispanic women as figural whereas they might see themselves as normal or even desirable within their cultures.

A variety of guides to establishing wellness programs are available on the Internet. Leading health organizations such as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the Cleveland Clinic and the Mayo Clinic provide wellness resources. There are a host of other commercial resources as well to be found online. The following guide is based on that provided in www.wellnessproposals.com, which in turn was based on Healthy Workforce 2010:

The first step is to identify the problem, which is essentially combating behaviors that lead to poor health or risks to health. These behaviors include tobacco use, poor diet and physical inactivity leading to obesity, and other risks such as participation in extreme sports, gun ownership, and motorcycle riding.45

Then one needs to create a planning committee that includes a cross section of employees from different areas with needed competencies in budgeting, purchasing, HR, senior management, union leaders, and so forth.

A needs and interests assessment should be done to determine the degree of interest for wellness, desired activities, organizational changes needed to address wellness issues, what mix of communication tools will best get the message across to employees, and to better understand the organizational environment (for example, healthy food in cafeterias, accessible and attractive stairways for a floor or two as an alternative to the elevators, walking or cycling to and from mass transit locations, healthy snacks in vending machines, downplaying the provision of unhealthy snacks in break rooms or in meetings, and discouraging alcohol abuse after hours at company events).

One is then ready to develop a succinct mission statement followed by appropriate goals and objectives and the program design, complete with a timeline and budget.

Selection of the incentives is crucial because one wants to motivate rather than alienate employees. Incentives include: modest financial rewards, time off, token items used as promotional marketing tools, and competitions. The real reward should be improved health such as weight loss.

Complementary and supplementary resources are important. Program materials can be found online or modified to fit the organization’s specific needs. It is also important to develop a list of resources available to employees including information from health organizations and governmental agencies. In many communities speakers from hospitals and non-profit organizations can complement the wellness program.

The basis for marketing the program depends on the previously described steps. At this time one has a more thorough understanding of how to meet the wellness needs of the employee population. There should be a sense of shared ownership of the program. Choosing an appropriate and attractive name, logo, slogans and the like are important for
effective communication of the wellness program to employees and other stakeholders. As always, the best promoters are satisfied employees (that is, the customers).

After the program is implemented one must then evaluate the program in statistical measures such as health care screenings; percentage of tobacco users that quit; BMI reduction; blood sugar, cholesterol, and blood pressure reductions; and so forth. One must be careful to include testimonials of successful participants because their stories might prove more compelling than overall statistical results to some stakeholders. A number of individuals can succeed in their struggle with obesity making the program successful in their eyes, even if the general population in the wellness program makes more modest progress. Employers often report progress in return on investment, which could be valued by employees, but presumably they would be most interested in their improved health.

IMPLEMENTING WELLNESS PROGRAMS

One key is managing the stakeholder dialogue, conceptually applicable to the transportation industry just like any other, although specific regulatory (for example, key role of health assessments of drivers) differ from one industry to another, as do other contextual considerations. CEOs and their representatives sometimes must act like politicians dealing with numerous stakeholders who want to influence the management process. Programs come under scrutiny by employees, unions, legislators, health advocates and countless others. Stakeholder theory includes external parties as well as internal. The central issues are to identify the key external parties and determine how to involve them (Freeman, 1984). Basically, leaders should do the following:

Communicate and listen mindfully to unions, employees, external health advocacy groups, legislators and others. This requires meeting face-to-face to be attuned to feelings and non-verbal communication. Leaders need to maintain a positive attitude to the naysayer or critic to help one avert problems before they snowball. Critics often point out flaws that need to be addressed.

Seek common ground and shared goals since employee wellness is of interest to the employee and the organization in terms of reduced health care costs. Stereotyping can be problematic in diverse settings where sensitive topics are dealt with. One has to be attuned to differing needs of the various groups and probably use spokespeople that represent the diversity of participants so that one can empathize effectively. One has to be cautious to couch the program in terms of reduced health care costs and as a benefit to the individual employee who will feel better and enjoy greater longevity and a better quality of life. Few things are more sensitive than obesity to the obese individual, so one should try not to offend while still encouraging individuals to make the lifestyle changes consistent with better health.

In scrutinizing one’s own assumptions one may find that one’s views are not shared by others. One has to be open to learning from employees and other stakeholders rather than simply pushing one’s view. One needs to frame future dialogue in a way that genuinely reflects the employee experience of success with wellness and a concern for the employee, not simply saving money on health care costs.
To the extent possible, allow self-determination within the program based on employee feedback and subsequent evaluation results.

Some obese employees could feel that they are being singled out. They are being penalized for behavior that is perfectly legal. They may risk paying more for insurance premiums unless they adhere to a special set of rules or at least foregoing incentives paid. They could see themselves as targets of stereotyping and possibly discrimination and that they are being treated unfairly and with disdain.\textsuperscript{49}

The employer sponsoring wellness is trying to improve the health and well being of employees, reduce costs, and produce a more effective workforce. One could argue that the organization is engaging in a form of corporate social responsibility in that it is concerned with the health of its employees and is doing everything possible to create a healthy work environment. In addition, if the healthcare costs get too high, the organization might be forced to make the employee pay a portion of the higher costs. From this perspective, the organization is trying to remain responsible to its employees.

The owners, be they shareholders or the public, will want to see effective use of resources. A cost benefit analysis could be based on an impartial evaluation and then communicated to stakeholders along with the testimonials.

Another implementation guide was provided by Dow Chemical, which listed “Ten Tips for Implementing Wellness Interventions”\textsuperscript{50}

1) Integration is key. Worksite wellness programs work best, and are more likely to be sustainable, when they are integrated into a comprehensive health and complementary communications strategy. Early involvement with communication partners who can facilitate messaging throughout existing company vehicles and promote connections between all available programs and benefits is key. Integrated efforts of all key stakeholders will increase the value of your program, leading to increased employee engagement and sustainable behaviors.

2) Assess resource needs. During program planning, assess human and financial resources required to launch and sustain the program. Consider time required and costs of program materials, incentives, and other related expenses to ensure the resources are available to give your program the best chance for success.

3) Engage leadership involvement. Leaders and managers and support networks can be champions for facilitating a culture that encourages participation and enthusiasm. These people can also help determine which tactics and interventions are appropriate and will inspire employees. Visible support and participation by company leaders demonstrates a culture of health and can contribute to motivating employees.

4) Target health risk priorities, set goals, track and measure. Use health assessment results and/or claims data to determine top avoidable risk
factors. Set your program goals to reduce those risks, and then track progress continuously. Measurement is essential, allowing you to make course corrections as needed and to report progress to executive leadership and to employees.

5) Do what works. Measure communication and implementation tactics to understand what is essential and what is expendable. For example, which initiatives lead to increased interest and participation?

6) Communicate, communicate, communicate. Many organizations under-communicate with employees and do not use every available outreach channel. In fact, barely 35 percent of U.S. workers rate benefits communications as “highly effective.” Communicate early and often, integrate messaging within existing company communication vehicles, and encourage leaders and managers to promote the program among employees.

7) Clarify responsibilities. It is important that all stakeholders and staff understand their roles and responsibilities to ensure planning and implementation success, as well as program sustainability. Be specific with requests with for support. This will help prevent confusion, promote accountability, and keep tasks from being overlooked. Make sure the staff and implementation teams are supported and appreciated for their efforts.

8) Plan for the unforeseeable. Preparing a contingency plan allows you to expect the unexpected so you can react quickly to change and keep health initiatives from being relegated to the bottom of the priority list. Examples include a natural disaster, acquisitions, an economic downturn, or changes in company leadership.

9) Celebrate success and achievements. Optimism, enthusiasm and teamwork are contagious. Encourage goal setting (for example, participation, weight loss, steps per day) and celebrate individual, team or site successes and achievements. Offer relevant incentives to encourage friendly competition.

10) Listen and respond. Listen to what employees want and try to meet or at least address requests. Take advantage of new employee orientation to encourage participation and gather new ideas.

Dow Chemical is a member of the National Business Group on Health, an association of nearly 300 companies and organizations concerned about rising health care costs.

**PROMOTION OF THE WELLNESS PROGRAM**

The employer’s representative in charge of wellness should initiate a dialogue within the organization to address the concerns and fears of the employees. She may want to get some employees to become spokespeople in favor of the wellness initiative. She could get the newly designated spokespeople to interface with the media. She could also highlight
and celebrate their success stories and make sure the media broadcasts them, including testimonials. She should be transparent and provide updates to the employees on a periodic basis through newsletters. Later she could provide the results of an evaluation of the program.

Viral promotion of the program entails employees promoting it to one another. This is a direct consequence of individual success. For example, some people have tried to quit smoking and failed and finally succeeded and now feel better. Others may have failed to keep weight off but now feel empowered to do so.

Exhorting people to eat right, stop using tobacco products and exercise has limited impact. Potential wellness program customers have to see the merit of the programs, which is why the screenings are critical. Some people need to be threatened by looming health problems to make the commitment to a wellness program involving exercise, improved nutrition and eating habits, and tobacco-use cessation.

One motivating factor is sometimes overlooked for men—erectile dysfunction (ED), which has an obvious indirect affect on women. Bacon et al. suggest this approach. They examined the relationship between erectile dysfunction and obesity, physical activity, alcohol use and smoking. They concluded that risk mitigation of erectile dysfunction could motivate men to participate in health promoting behaviors (that is, smoking cessation, weight loss, and increased physical activity). Two studies in Italy also reported the link between obesity and erectile dysfunction. Dr. Oz, the popular television physician who appeared on Oprah, told overweight men to lose 35 pounds for a 1-inch-gain in their penis length.

Oprah showed a tape of Dr. Aaron Epstein, M.D., an emergency physician at Lake Forest Hospital in Lake Forest Illinois. Dr. Epstein commented on Dr. Oz’s comments that men who lost 30+ pounds would gain one inch in penis length. Dr. Epstein said, “When I’m working a Wednesday shift I could actually guess what the topic of the Oprah show was on Tuesday.” He continued “for some reason overweight men starting to exercise and workout. We saw a rash of muscle strains and back pains and pulled groin muscles in the emergency department, and I couldn’t figure out why the change of heart all of a sudden. Then my wife told me she learned on the Dr. Oz show that week that men who lost 30 pounds of weight would gain an inch in their penis size, and I put it all together and it made sense.”

However, wellness program coaches and authorities contacted by the authors did not use ED mitigation as a focal promotional tool. Coaches stated that they thought this was something better discussed with one’s primary care provider. One can understand that a young female wellness coach would not want to discuss such a personal topic with an individual driver at a truck stop. However, promotional materials sent out to drivers, online educational information, classroom discussions and other less personal settings or channels could be used to discuss ED. Given the attention society places on sexual functioning and promoting ED medication, mitigation of ED would be a motivating factor for male drivers/operators.
One must empathize with the obese—they are stigmatized, but often feel powerless to do enough to lose the weight. It is puzzling why some suffer discomfort and ridicule for years and then finally decide to do something about it. Perhaps it was bad news from the doctor in terms of diabetes, blood pressure, sleep apnea or some other medical problem. In the case of commercial drivers and operators, they face the hurdle of obligatory governmental tests to ensure their suitability as drivers and operators.

To encourage proper eating, organizations need to both inform employees of the nutritional value of foods and offer healthy choices in vending machines and cafeterias. Assorted online calorie counters can provide employees with all the feedback they need in terms of rating specific foods as well as analyzing their overall nutritional intake (for example, chicken breasts, ham, salmon, sardines, and other lean meats or those high in nutrients are preferred over beef). But the employee still has to assume the responsibility for doing so, which means overcoming poor eating habits, avoiding out-of-control eating when tired or stressed, altering social patterns so that not all gatherings revolve around food, frequenting restaurants with nutritionally sound choices (for example, Subway instead of hamburgers and fries), cutting back on caloric consumption of inessential foods such as alcohol or desserts and all this while exercising the equivalent of a five-mile walk daily. This presents a collection of monumental challenges. Many people need to fear the consequences of poor health indicators typically measured in wellness programs to feel motivated. But still some will remain oblivious even when shown how sick people become with diabetes or the debilitating after effects of stroke.

Furthermore, organizations have to get their communities involved as well to promote mass transit that involves walking or cycling to and from home to the mass transit center, establish bicycle and walking paths close to where people live, increase congestion in cities (for example, Portland, OR) so that people are more inclined to walk places, pressure restaurants and corporations to offer healthy choices, remove sugar drinks from school cafeterias and vending machines, discourage sedentary couch potato recreation by offering alternatives (for example, softball leagues, bowling leagues, and the like) and related measures that vary from community to community. One way to increase walking is to use a pedometer.54

The list of things that individuals, organizations and the community need to do to promote wellness is extensive. A holistic effort by individuals, employers and their communities is required.

Researchers examined the relationship between erectile dysfunction and obesity, physical activity, alcohol use and smoking. They concluded that risk mitigation of erectile dysfunction could motivate men to participate in health promoting behaviors (that is, smoking cessation, weight loss, and increased physical activity).55
EVALUATION OF WELLNESS PROGRAMMING

Goals can be quantified in terms of participation rates, achievements (that is, reduction of BMI, blood pressure, cholesterol, smoking cessation, glucose and other indicators), health insurance cost reductions, reduction in absenteeism, and whatever the organization chose to survey. Clearly the critical factor for organizations is reducing the economic burden of health care costs. Simple awareness of BMI indicative of obesity and the associated health risks (for example, high glucose indicative of diabetes, high cholesterol and high blood pressure leading to cardio-vascular problems or strokes) is not enough because battling BMI involves lifestyle changes where improved diet and nutrition and exercise are made priorities in peoples’ lives.

In the case of the 14 transit authorities that responded to the Transportation Research Board (2004) survey, 11 tracked employee participation in program activities. Other measures included employee satisfaction, biometric measures associated with wellness, only 5 performed cost effectiveness or return on investment analyses. Four measured absenteeism, turnover and morale.

OBESITY

Next we will discuss obesity because of its importance to individual health and the obesity epidemic the U.S. faces. As pointed out repeatedly at the November 8-10, 2010 International Conference on Commercial Driver Health and Wellness, this concern regarding obesity is shared with the transportation industry where commercial drivers find it difficult to exercise and have access to poor food choices while on the road. Even the military is worried about obese recruits not passing the physical examination. One has to be cautious about individual differences because some overweight or obese people are active or enjoy a genetic predisposition to health and can be healthier than sedentary people or those with genetic problems but who are of normal weight. Researchers found that “23.5 percent of individuals with normal weight were metabolically abnormal and 51.3 percent of overweight adults and 31.7 percent of obese adults were metabolically healthy.” Since close to half of overweight people and nearly a third of obese people were found to be healthy, generalizations about obesity must be tempered. Furthermore, David Feeney of Portland’s Kaiser Permanente Center for Health Research found that overweight people live longer than their normal weight counterparts; he stated, “The evidence is accumulating that being overweight may be protective.” Also, BMI can be misleading in that muscular people can weigh enough to be classified as obese yet their body fat percentage could fall into the fit range. “I don’t think we can arbitrarily pick out one specific set of people with health risks,” San Francisco internist Ann Haiden, MD, tells WebMD. “There is evidence that fit people with a little excess weight can actually be healthier than unhealthy normal-weight people.”

Public health issues can be difficult to address because behavioral changes are required and different levels of addiction complicate the effort to change behavior. The discussion of obesity is presented regarding the following topics:

• What are the causes of obesity?
• How can people keep the weight off? This is an important question in that many people fail to keep weight off that they lose.

WHAT ARE THE CAUSES OF OBESITY?

Obesity is defined as a Body Mass Index equal to or greater than 30. According to the Center for Disease Control:61

During the past 20 years there has been a dramatic increase in obesity in the United States. In 2008 … thirty-two states had a prevalence equal to or greater than 25%; six of these states (Alabama, Mississippi, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, and West Virginia) had a prevalence of obesity equal to or greater than 30%.

People eat too much and exercise too little to burn the excess calories; however, “genes, metabolism, behavior, environment, culture, and socioeconomic status” can be causal factors as well. Though genetics play a role, the dramatic increase in obesity is not due to changing genetics as that takes a very long time.62

Kessler (2009), the former FDA commissioner, explained that the large food corporations focus on creating foods that people crave.63 Their labs manipulate sugar, salt and fat content to enhance “craveability.” He also explained how some chain restaurants make food more palatable, permitting less chewing thereby promoting faster eating. He also discussed how controlling overeating is not simply a function of will power; it is only possible with intentional planning and practice to overcome what have become automatic routines associated with overeating. Wellness programs are a vehicle for people to make the effort in a structured manner and not simply rely on independent will power.

Poverty sometimes forces people to opt for the dollar menu in fast food restaurants rather than shopping for vegetables and lean protein sources.64 Additionally, as presented in the 2008 Public Broadcasting System’s documentary “Unnatural Causes: is Inequality Making us Sick?,” in poorer neighborhoods, it is difficult to obtain fresh fruit and vegetables, but easy to find corner convenience, fast food, or liquor stores.65 Also, in such neighborhoods, parks are scarce, which discourages outside exercise and walking. Hence, children and adults living in such places are more likely to be more obese and less healthy.

Cosgrove, the CEO of the Cleveland Clinic, urged that society undertake a massive public-health effort to drive down the obesity rate. He added that the Cleveland Clinic was offering its employees access to fitness facilities, healthier food in its cafeterias and encouraging people to walk more by giving out pedometers.66

There are regional and ethnic differences in the stigmatization of the obese. Public health campaigns have to take these differences into consideration if they are going to communicate with people. There are cultural differences of norms for different body types. Some cultures find a larger body type more acceptable and attractive—for example, Pacific Islanders.67 African-Americans and Mexican-Americans tend to be more obese compared to Asian-Americans.68
In the general population, there is an inverse correlation between education and BMI; college graduates had a 20% incidence of obesity whereas 29.4% of those with less than a high school education were obese. Additionally people of color (in the U.S.), both Black and Hispanic, tended to have higher rates of obesity as shown in table 2 with Black women having the highest incidence (that is, 40%):

### Table 3. Prevalence* of Obesity† Among Adults, by Black/White Race or Hispanic Ethnicity, Census Region,§ and Sex --- Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System Surveys, United States, 2006–2008 (With only the Results Shown for the Overall Country, the South).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Census Region</th>
<th>White, Non-Hispanic (n = 900,629)</th>
<th>Black, Non-Hispanic (n = 84,838)</th>
<th>Hispanic (n = 63,825)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% (95% CI)</td>
<td>% (95% CI)</td>
<td>% (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both Sexes</td>
<td>23.7 (23.5–23.9)</td>
<td>35.7 (35.0–36.3)</td>
<td>28.7 (28.0–29.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>25.4 (25.1–25.7)</td>
<td>31.6 (30.6–32.7)</td>
<td>27.8 (26.7–28.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>21.8 (21.6–22.1)</td>
<td>39.2 (38.5–40.0)</td>
<td>29.4 (28.5–30.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both Sexes</td>
<td>24.4 (24.1–24.7)</td>
<td>36.9 (36.2–37.7)</td>
<td>29.2 (28.1–30.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>26.3 (25.8–26.8)</td>
<td>32.6 (31.4–33.9)</td>
<td>28.3 (26.6–30.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>22.5 (22.1–22.9)</td>
<td>40.6 (39.7–41.5)</td>
<td>29.7 (28.3–31.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Age adjusted to the 2000 U.S. standard population.† Body mass index (BMI) ≥30.0; BMI was calculated from self-reported weight and height (weight [kg] / height [m²]).§ Additional information available at [http://www.census.gov](http://www.census.gov). ¶ Confidence interval.

**HOW CAN PEOPLE KEEP THE WEIGHT OFF?**

Research has shown that obese people are stereotyped, targets of discrimination, and subject to many hurtful biases and explicit disdain. Stereotypes people hold of those who are obese include being lazy, lacking self control, dirty, and sloppy. Societal perceptions of obese people include views that they are unhealthy, unfit, always hungry, and sedentary or immobile. Such attitudes toward obese people may result in negatively biased treatment in education, healthcare, and at the workplace. For some people, trying to avoid such stereotypes is motivating.

Health assessment and wellness programs target behavior. The follow up in weight loss programs may involve support groups and education to empower the formerly obese to plan, monitor and control their weight through exercise and sound nutrition. With the obese, simply urging them to exercise more can actually be counterproductive if they then eat more; restricted caloric intake has to accompany most exercise programs for the obese to succeed.
The greatest challenge of obesity is altering one’s lifestyle to keep the weight off. The National Weight Loss Registry (http://www.nwcr.ws/) is an ongoing research project dealing with adults that “have maintained at least a 30 pound weight loss for one year or longer ….” It reports the following summary of facts regarding its members:

Table 3. NWCR Facts

- 80% of persons in the registry are women and 20% are men.
- The “average” woman is 45 years of age and currently weighs 145 lbs, while the “average” man is 49 years of age and currently weighs 190 lbs.
- Registry members have lost an average of 66 lbs and kept it off for 5.5 years.
- These averages, however, hide a lot of diversity:
  - Weight losses have ranged from 30 to 300 lbs.
  - Duration of successful weight loss has ranged from 1 year to 66 years!
  - Some have lost the weight rapidly, while others have lost weight very slowly--over as many as 14 years.
  - 45% of registry participants lost the weight on their own and the other 55% lost weight with the help of some type of program.
  - 98% of Registry participants report that they modified their food intake in some way to lose weight.
  - 94% increased their physical activity, with the most frequently reported form of activity being walking.
  - There is variety in how NWCR members keep the weight off. Most report continuing to maintain a low calorie, low fat diet and doing high levels of activity.
  - 78% eat breakfast every day.
  - 75% weigh themselves at least once a week.
  - 62% watch less than 10 hours of TV per week.
  - 90% exercise, on average, about 1 hour per day.

There are a number of websites (for example, http://www.sparkpeople.com/ and http://caloriecount.about.com/) that permit one to log food intake. Intake journals are essential because people often underestimate the number of calories they consume. Furthermore the food intake tools often grade food consumed (for example, non-nutritious fats, fast
Another consideration is the risk of weight loss programs. Obese people can be desperate to lose weight and may engage in unsafe practices to do so. A particularly destructive one was fen-phen. In 1997 the Mayo Clinic found that 24 patients had heart valve disease from taking fen-phen. Because of the problems associated with fen-phen, the manufacturers withdrew the products from the market and the FDA recommended that use of fen-phen be discontinued. Prescription and non-prescription diet pills and herbal supplements, which many people take to suppress appetite, can have adverse side effects such as heart attacks, headaches, nausea and vomiting, as well as even more serious complications that can result in fatalities from heart attack, stroke, and renal failure. Too few calories over a period of time deplete the body of healthy nutrition, slow the metabolism, and can cause health issues related to vitamin deficiencies, decrease in bone mass, malnourishment, and when accompanied with extreme exercise, a strain on the heart which can cause heart failure. Even though calorie restriction accompanied with exercise is the fastest way to lose weight, once the calorie intake is increased, the weight is quickly regained. Similarly, fad diets (for instance, Atkins, cabbage soup diet, and the Zone) may temporarily result in weight loss (sometimes at the cost of nutrition), but once normal eating habits are resumed, the weight is regained. Surgery for weight reduction (for instance, gastric bypass surgery) has many physical and psychological side effects and its safety and effectiveness as a method of weight loss is controversial.

Research is ongoing on obesity and wellness. External assessment is useful in terms of credibility and the assessment consultant can share information gleaned from other organizations' experiences with wellness. There is no magic bullet or pill. Getting people to lose weight is not difficult but keeping it off requires behavioral and contextual changes so that weight maintenance is enhanced. Smoking cessation programs have worked for many, but it is alarming that so many college students still smoke. Hospitals now need special units with beds and equipment to deal with morbidly obese patients. Wellness programs have clearly been beneficial to some and organizations perceive them as essential to controlling health care costs. Much more work is needed to create cities where people want to walk and cycle. We need to reduce dependency on individually operated vehicles by promoting mass transit use that encourages walking to and from buses and trains. Employers need to provide healthy food options in cafeterias and design buildings that encourage walking and stair climbing. The government and industry need to ensure that supermarkets are available in poor neighborhoods to reduce the default to fast food. Public education needs to teach people what they are eating. Collectively we need to change harmful cultural practices (for instance, fried Southern food), and the list goes on and on. Wellness programs are just a part of the solution. Wellness is not just about reducing health care costs and improving individual well being—current caloric and red meat intake are unsustainable from a carbon footprint perspective.

Although one benefit for middle-aged men that were previously obese and suffering erectile dysfunction is that they may regain their sexual functioning without the need of medication, wellness programs generally choose not to promote this benefit. Instead they
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rely on personal conversations between the individual and his health care provider. Other wellness programs have encountered difficulty because of reactions to issues that perhaps were perceived as invasions of personal autonomy — for instance, gun ownership\textsuperscript{77} and the perception of a fat tax.\textsuperscript{78} An answer might be for governmental agencies to take the lead in publicizing the beneficial impact on erectile dysfunction through weight loss in men. California’s ads dealing with smoking and erectile dysfunction were part of a general campaign to reduce smoking that gave it one of the lower rates of smoking in the nation, second to the lowest, which was Utah.\textsuperscript{79}
IV. CONCLUSIONS

The case studies added value to wellness information in the following ways:

**UNION PACIFIC**

Making exercise equipment mobile in box cars increased convenience of use for mobile railroad employees. Though the circumstance is unique to a railroad, convenience of opportunity for exercise is essential for people that travel. Companies that require employees to travel could offer gym coupons, exercise DVDs for use in hotel rooms, and encourage ongoing monitoring of walking through the use of pedometers.

The company collaborates with other corporations, organizations and universities devoted to controlling health care costs. The National Business Council on Health has been active since 1974 attempting to address health insurance related issues.

Occupational health nurses support users through wellness programming, assist in the prevention of injuries, and respond to injuries and illness when they appear. The strong relationships of the nurses to users were pivotal to the program’s success. Nurses encourage and support users in their wellness activities and enhance communication. They are employees of the railroad representing the corporation’s employee health and safety program in addition to wellness. Because they are employees, they are part of the culture and plugged into the organizational communication of the organization as opposed to an outside contractor that may not be as attuned to the organization.

A critical metric is return on investment.

There is always the risk of programs being fads, but that has not been true of HealthTrack, which is clearly part of the railroad’s business strategy.

**CON-WAY FREIGHT AND WELLNESS COACHES USA**

The wellness program generated quick results with a reduction in workplace injuries and related worker’s compensation costs of 80 percent, and a corresponding reduction of lost work days of 75 percent.

Participation was very high—greater than 95 percent of CF’s employees had health risk assessments followed up by over 80 percent of employees regularly (that is, at least six times annually) meeting with coaches to assess progress.

Competitions build excitement complemented by incentives to increase employee participation.

Stretching is also emphasized at Con-way to reduce injuries common to freight companies.

Effective coaching builds on trust between the employees and the coach. Sometimes employees worry that information might be shared with others or some start with an
assumption that management is simply furthering its own agenda. Trust builds along the way through effective engagement where the coach shows interest in on site face-to-face contact and then uses effective techniques so that the employee can see results.

**THE UTAH TRANSIT AUTHORITY (UTA)**

As is standard practice, wellness programs are independent of health insurance because confidentiality is critical. However, it is useful to emphasize that employees need to trust their wellness coaches to be able to honestly confront the challenges they face.

UTA lists its Wellness program as a standard benefit for both administrative and bargaining unit (that is, unionized) employees.

UTA's approach also builds community through team sports. It also provides discounted tickets for assorted family activities to promote healthier families.

The remedy for a host of problems begins and sometimes ends with weight loss.

All of its bargaining unit employees must submit to a DOT physical every two years and if their health is an issue they will be taken out of service. Union distrust relates to the DOT requirements. Bus operators cannot have excessively high blood pressure or out of range glucose. HIPAA laws protect confidentiality, but coaches are obligated to refer drivers with health problems to a physician.

**PROMOTION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF WELLNESS PROGRAMS**

The other points we wanted to emphasize are to encourage the use of ED mitigation in promotion of wellness programs and to consider structural interventions such as not hiring tobacco users where legal. The obvious importance of improved sexual functioning could prove a strong motivator to drivers and operators; wellness coaches need to find ways to include this consequence of weight loss and smoking cessation in their training materials on wellness. There is a curious reluctance amongst wellness coaches to discuss such matters openly, which is at odds with meeting clients where they are at.

The structural interventions possible to create a more promising wellness environment for drivers and operators include many things. We discussed how employers and society must work to counteract obesity, not just push the burden on individuals to eat less and exercise more. Of course, it ultimately comes down to the individual, but an environment supportive of weight reduction helps. Perhaps the most dramatic measure with the quickest return for employers and employees is simply to not hire tobacco users where legal. Employers that have done this have not suffered unduly from union pressure or law suits.
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### ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACRONYM</th>
<th>MEANING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UTA</td>
<td>Utah Transit Authority</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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